KYOCERA
PostNow

POSTAGE PRINTED
FROM YOUR DEVICE
PRINT POSTAGE LABELS DIRECTLY FROM YOUR KYOCERA MULTIFUNCTIONAL PRINTER

When you’re sending large quantities of mail, Printed Postage
Impressions (or PPIs from the Royal Mail) offer a simple
alternative to postage stamps or franking machines. Easy to set
up and simple to print, PPIs could save you time and money on
UK and International mailings.

KYOCERA PostNow provides a simple method for users to be able
to create a PPI label, with an option to add a recipient address
at the same time at the MFP. KYOCERA PostNow also provides
companies with the ability to integrate postcode lookups as
part of the addressing process.
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BUSINESS CHALLENGES
	We currently use a franking machine - Do I have to replace
this with another, similar device?
We currently have to “top up” our account before being able
to print and send any mail - How do I pay for mail using this
application?

YOUR ADVANTAGES WITH KYOCERA POSTNow
KYOCERA PostNow will give your company the ability to 		
quickly create PPI labels using your KYOCERA MFP. There is
no need for an expensive franking machine, saving you and
your business time and money.
KYOCERA PostNow works in conjunction with Royal Mail 		
Printed Postage Impressions and their Online Business 		
Account ensuring you only pay for what you post when it is
collected.

HYPAS™ – TAILOR-MAKE YOUR MFP TO SUIT YOUR BUSINESS
HyPAS™ is KYOCERA’s platform to develop custom MFP business applications. These can run embedded inside the device and extend
the device functionality according to user needs. For powerful functionality, MFP applications can connect to external server
applications and integrate the MFP into company workflows. With HyPAS™, we can meet individual customer requirements and
provide the right solution for your business.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
KYOCERA PostNow integrates with Royal Mail PPIs to provide users a quick and easy method of printing postage labels. Through
integrating with user authentication solutions such as KYOCERA Net Manager, access to the application can be controlled and
printed tracked to an individual level.

Print from the Device: print your labels directly
from the MFP without the need for users to log into
a PC.
User-friendly: step-by-step screens make it easy
for users to produce labels with minimal training
needed.
Security: access can be restricted, only those users
authorised can produce PPI labels. When used in
conjunction with KYOCERA Net Manager.
Serverless Installation: KYOCERA PostNow doesn’t
require a server to run, making it an easy to install
application

TRADITIONAL POSTAGE
METHODS VS OBA
More and more businesses today are moving to online
business accounts and producing printed postage
impressions. This method is simple to set up and can
save time and money on UK and international postage
rates.

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS
Compatible with all HyPAS™-enabled MFPs
All TASKalfa i devices
Compatible with all HyPAS™-capable MFPs
Note that HyPAS™-enabled devices require a
compatible external memory card.

KYOCERA can support your business processes
involving PPI label printing in a simple, cost effective
and secure manner.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT KYOCERA PostNow PLEASE VISIT
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk, www.hypas.co.uk
KYOCERA Document Solutions (UK) Ltd
Eldon Court, 75-77 London Road, Reading RG1 5BS
Tel : 0118 931 1500 – Fax : 0118 931 1108
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk – info@duk.kyocera.com

